We consider two generic routing problems via multiple paths in a computer network wherein bandwidth can be reserved, and guaranteed, once reserved, on the links. The first problem requires that a message of finite length be transmitted from s t o d within r units of time. The second problem requires that a sequential message of r units be transmitted at a rate of 7 such that maximum time difference between two units received out of order is no more than q. We propose a polynomial-time algorithm to the first problem, and present simulation results t o illustrate its applicability. We show the second problem t o be NP-complete, and propose a polynomial-time approximate solution.
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We discuss algorithms that plan multipaths, consisting of possibly overlapping paths, based on the available bandwidths on various links of the network. We consider the following two generic transmission tasks. be the time U i is received at d. The problem is t o ensure that ti -tj 5 q for i < j , and, in addition, the message units must be received at a rate of 7. This problem abstracts services such as video-on-demand, video calls, and vision feedback to a teleoperator.
It is assumed that the information about the bandwidths of all links is centrally available. Once the routing algorithm is initiated, the bandwidths are "held available" until the paths are computed and the requests for bandwidths are received. Thus, it is critical that the routing algorithms be computationally efficient in order not to tie-up bandwidth during their execution. We present a polynomialtime algorithm for solving the first problem; this problem for single paths has been solved earlier [14, 121. We show the second problem to be computationally intractable (NPcomplete [7] ), and propose a polynomial-time approximation algorithm. This paper is a condensed version of our report [13] which contains a discussion on the relation to other works, and proofs of various lemmas and theorems of this paper.
111 Section 2, the above problems are formulated precisely, and preliminaries are discussed. The message transmission problem is discussed in Section 3. The sequence transmission problem is discussed in Section 4.
Problem Formulation
We consider a network represented by a graph G = (V,E) with n nodes and m edges or links. Each edge e = (i, j ) E E enables the transmission of messages at a bandwidth of B ( e ) 2 0 units per second. There is a link delay D ( e ) 2 0 for each message unit such that a message unit sent from node i at time t on link e mill arrive at node j at time t+D (e) We call a subset M P I of M P a sub-multipath of M P . Consider the subgraph of G corresponding to a multipath M P . Then add an edge e to IMP to connect two of its vertices to form a new subgraph M P of G. Since each edge e of M P can be visualized as two parallel edges, with bandwidths 3 ( e ) and 0, the new edge can be viewed as constituting a zero bandwidth path from s to d. Thus M P is a multipath and M P is its sub-multipath.
The first problem is defined as follows.
Given are the computer network G = (V,E), delays D ( e ) for all e E E , and bandwidths B ( e ) , for all e E E. The task is t o compute a multipath M P to transmit a message of T units from source s to destination d over the network G = ( V , E ) such that the time elapsed since the first unit was sent from s until the last unit is received at d is no more than T .
Note that the message units can be received at the destination in any order, and it is only required that t ( M P ) 5 7. 
Message Transmission
We first show that a solution to MTP based on a multipath can result in a better performance compared to the shortestwidest path [HI.
Example 1: Consider the network shown in Fig. 1 We now present an example to show that augmenting existing paths with additional paths does not necessarily reduce the end-to-end delay.
Example 2: Consider a network consisting of two edges consisting of paths PI and P z as shown in Fig. 2 . Let B1 = 10 units/sec, B2 = 20 uriits/sec, D1 = 2 sec, and D2 = 12 sec. Consider a mt'ssage of size r = 100 units. Using path PI alone for the transmission will result in a delay of 100/10+2 = 12 sec. The delay of path P z is 100/20+12 = 17 sec. If single path is tci be used, PI will be chosen for this message size. On the other hand, let us say that 99 units are sent on PI and 1 unit is sent on Pz; the corresponding delays are given by 99/10 + 2 = 11.9 sec and 1/20 + 12 = 12.05 sec respectively, resulting in an end-to-end delay of 12.05 sec. Clearly, it is advantageous not to use the rnultipath {PI, P Z } for this message size. In other words, although the bandwidth of {PI, Pz} is larger than that of PI and P2, it did not result in a smaller end-to-end delay Now consider a message of size T = 1000 units. If a single path is to be used, it can be shown that: for r > 200, P 2 is the choice; for r < 200, PI is the choice; and for r = 200 either can be chosen (see Fig. 3 ). Consider using a midtipath {PI,Pz} for T = 1000 such that 400 and 600 units are sent via PI and Pz respectively, resulting in the individual delays of 42 sec for each path; hence the resultant end-to-end delay is 42 sec which is smaller than that of PI or P z (given by 102 and 62 sec, respectively). or right-to-le,ft depending on the context. by C(MP1, MP2) the condition:
We consider two rnultipaths MP1 and MP2, and denote Fig. 5(a) . Take the segment of MP2 that increases from right-to-left to identify the shaded region that contains the segment of 
Routing Algorithm
Familiarity with the basic ideas of Ford-Fulkerson method and its implementations is assumed in this section (a complete discussion can be found in [4, 11) . We define capacity for u,u E V as follows: c(u,v) is the bandwidth of the edge ( u , u ) if such edge exists, and is 0 otherwise. Let flow in G be a real-valued function f : V x V I+ 32 such that:
The routing algorithm MTA is described in Algorithm 1, which is similar in spirit to the classical Ford- 4. for each edge (u,u) in PO do 5.
Repetitive flow augmentation 7. while for shortest delay path Pf on G f , 8. 9. 10. 11.
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In summary, we have the following theorem. 
Theorem 3.1 T h e message transmission problem f o r a network G = (V, E )

Simulation Results
We present two simulation examples to illustrate the performance of the proposed rnultipath algorithm. Figure 7 ; thus, in an overall sense, paths with higher delays also have higher bandwidths. The multipaths that minimize end-to-end delay are shown in Figure 8 . For small values of T (=loo) the multipath coincides with the single path, but for higher values more paths are added. For T = 100 the multipath consists of 5 -3 -4 -2 only, and the path 5 -3 -1 -2 is added for T = 1,000. Then the shortest-widest path 5 -2 is added when r = 30,000. For T = 50,000 and r = 80,000, the paths number of paths in a rnultipath increases with the message size, for any fixed message size,'only a subset of paths must be chosen. In general, multipaths are clearly advantageous over single paths as illustrated in between Oak Ridge National Laboratory (ORNL) and Argonne National Laboratory (ANL) is via direct T1 link at 1.54 mbits/sec for T = 10,000. For larger message sizes, for example T = lo5, the end-to-end delay is minimized by the OC3 connection at 155 Mbits/sec via Chicago. Note that the minimum end-to-end delay is not achieved by the OC3 connection for T = 10,000, in spite of its larger bandwidth. When multipaths are employed, for low values of T the multipath consists of the direct T1 link. For r = lo5, the end-to-end delay is minimized by the multipath consisting of the direct T1 link and OC3 connection via Chicago. For r = lo6, the optimal delay for a single path is 25.017ms and that of a multipath is 24.815ms. Now consider a more complicated scenario of transmitting from Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL) to ORNL. For large message sizes the single paths realize a bandwidth of 155Mb/s corresponding to the OC3 connection. The multipath realizes a bandwidth of 158Mb/s corresponding to the seven paths shown in Table 2 . T h e initial path is via OC3 connection with the largest bandwidth which is sequentially augmented by a number of rather diverse paths for larger message sizes. For example, the third path is via OC3 connection between PNNL and ANL but using only the bandwidth of T1 connection because of the bottleneck connection between LBNL and PNNL. Although the advantages of the multipath are more pronounced at large message sizes, reduction of endto-end delay by few ms observed at low message sizes could be vital in applications such as remote robot control. (two paths) Newly added path:
(two paths) 27.351 (three paths) Newly added path:
(six paths) Newly added paths:
30.519
(seven paths) Newly added path: Table 2 . End-to-end delays between LBNL and ORNL.
Simulation results based on NSFNET can be found in ~3 1 .
Delay-Bandwidth Product
For large message sizes, the bandwidth is the main contributing factor to the end-to-end delay, and hence MTP can be solved by classical flow augmentation methods. Such algorithm is not guaranteed to work if delay is also a significant factor in the end-to-end delay, which happens when the two terms of the end-to-end delay are approximately equal, namely r / B M D or equivalently r M DB. Thus, the DeluyBandwidth Product (DBP) is a "first-level" indicator of the message size for which the both the link-delay and bandwidths are dominant contributors to the end-to-end delay.
We now consider two illustrative cases to compute typical values for DBP, arid relate them to some file sizes that arise in certain real-life applications. The first example is a gigabit network (such as M4GIC or ATDNET) that uses OC48 switch with a bandwidth of 2.4 gigabitslsec. Consider such corinection across the United States which is about 3000 miles long. The delay of this connection is approximately 32 milliseconds [lo] . Then the DBP for this case is about lo6 bytes, which is typical of high resolution medical or satellite images. The second example is ESnet that currently supports and is expected to support connections over OC3 and OC12 ATM switches, respectively, at the rates of 155 and 622 i\/Ibits/sec. For a 3000 mile connection using this network DBP is of the order of 8 x lo4 and 0.25 x loG bytes, respectively. These sizes are typical of medium to low resolution medical images, images used in face recognition, and ccd vision images used in remote robotic applications.
Sequence Transmission
We first show that S T P is NP-complete (see [13] for details), and then solve a speciiil case where the paths are disjoint using a polynomial-time algorithm.
Theorem 4.1 The s e p e n c e trunsmission problem is NPcozmplete.
A number of probleins dealing with the computation of single paths with multiple constraints such as delay, jitter, bandwidth, etc., have been shown to be NP-complete in [8, 18, 151. These results do not imply NP-completeness of STP, since multipaths are allowed here. For example, the problem studied in [18] dealing with minimizing jitter while ensuring bandwidth over a single path cannot be reduced to STP. Since the existence of a single path implies multipath but not vice versa, the rormer is not subsumed by the latter by restriction.
Consider a combinaiiori of STP and MTP that requires a multipath M P such that: (i) the total delay of M P is no more than 7, and (ii) ti -tj 5 q for all .i < j . As shown in Lemma 3.3, this problem reduces to STP under sufficiently large message size 'r, when the delay condition can be expressed as a condition on the bandwidth. Thus this problem is NP-complete by restriction.
We first consider a \,ariation of STP stated as follows:
Disjoint path STP:
Given a set of vertex-disjoint paths, {PI, P2,. , can be added to {Pil,Piz} to increase the bandwidth, while still guarariteeirig the condition on the difference between longest and shortest paths. This idea leads to the algorithm Disjoint-STP. Note that the disjointness of the paths is important in ensuring the condition on the delay: if paths intersect, the length of the longest path can change, since the resultant multipath can be any subgraph. The algorithm Disjoint-STP solves the disjoint path S T P with a time complexity of O(s2). When the paths are coristrained to be disjoint, some of the bandwidth that could otherwise l e obtained by combining the paths is not utilized. However, there could be other advantages such as higher fault tolerance, which might provide justification for giving up part of the bandwidth. Algorithms specifically designed for such problems have been proposed in [17] .
We now present a heuristic algorithm, Approx-STP, to approximately solve the S T P by combining the above algorithm with the algorithm MTA of the last section. The outline of the algorithm is as follows. Starting with the shortest-widest delay path, new paths are added to current M P such that (a) all edges of the added path are removed from G f , arid (b) shortest-widest path in residual G f is computed. The addition is continued until just before the step that results in exceeding q. Then the multipath is returned as a candidate. Then the initial path of the multipath is removed from current MP, and the addition of the paths is continued until the next candidate is found. This process is continued until no more paths are available to add to current MP. Then, from among all candidate multipaths, the one with largest bandwidth is returned. Thus this algorithm provides an approximate solution to the optimization 
Conclusions
We formulated two generic routing problems within the framework wherein the bandwidth can be reserved (and guaranteed once reserved) on various links of a communication network. The first problem requires that a message of finite length be transmitted from s to d within r units of time. The second problem requires that a sequential message of T units be transmitted at a rate of q such that maximum time difference between two units that are received out of order is no more than q. We showed that the first problem cannot be adequately solved by existing methods based on flow algorithms or shortest-widest paths. We proposed a polynomial-time solution by leveraging several analysis and algorithmic methods developed for the classical maximum flow problems. We showed the second problem to be NPcomplete, and proposed a polynomial-time approximation algorithm. This paper constitutes only a first step towards formulating and solving &OS routing problems in a rigorous computational framework from a user or application perspective (as opposed to optimizing network-level parameters). More work is needed in designing polynomial-time approximation algorithms for STP and also in investigating performance guarantees of the algorithm proposed in this paper. The applicability of the algorithm MTA to more difficult tasks, such as multicasting and multiple source-destination transmission is of interest.
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